Abstract: Distributed Computation has been a recent trend in engineering research. Parallel Computation is widely used in different areas of Data Mining, Image Processing, Simulating Models, Aerodynamics and so forth. One of the major usage of Parallel Processing is widely implemented for clustering the satellite images of size more than dimension of 1000x1000 in a legacy system. This paper mainly focuses on the different approaches of parallel block processing such as row-shaped, column-shaped and squareshaped. These approaches are applied for classification problem. These approaches is applied to the K-Means clustering algorithm as this is widely used for the detection of features for high resolution orthoimagery satellite images. The different approaches are analyzed, which lead to reduction in execution time and resulted the influence of improvement in performance measurement compared to sequential K-Means Clustering algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Image Classification plays a major role in processing the remotely sensed images. The intent of classifying the images is to group the pixels based on similar properties [1] . Satellite image data sets are of size in Kilobytes, Megabytes and Gigabytes are common in processing the image operations for classification. K-means is an unsupervised classification method is most popularly used for image analysis, Bioinformatics, Pattern Recognition and Statistical Data analysis [2] . One of major usage of clustering is the classification of satellite images. Since the time complexity of sequential K means clustering is higher for processing the high resolution satellite images whose dimension greater than 1000x1000, hence it is considered for parallel processing.
Parallel Block Processing exhibits single program multiple data (SPMD) [3] parallel programming model, which allows for a greater control over the parallelization of tasks. The tasks could be distributed and assigned to processes or labs or sessions. An operation in which an image is processed in blocks at once. Some operation is applied to blocks parallely at a time by distributing an operation/task among the workers hence the name task parallelism. Then blocks are reassembled to form an output image. Existing clustering algorithms exhibits high computational time for larger images of pixel dimension greater than 1000. The main focus of this paper is to tackle this problem by using block processing which performs in parallel using Matlab Programming environment. The main advantage is to make use of current multi-core architectures available in commercial processors efficiently which in turn increases speedup of clustering process for the larger images. Therefore, the presented approach doesn't require special hardware and can run on machines that are commercially available. An Efficient parallel Block processing algorithm is designed in this paper for the reduction in the processing time of satellite images of dimension more than 1000x1000 which lead to maximum usage of CPU in standalone systems. In this paper three approaches of block considered such as rowshaped, column-shaped and square-shaped. These approaches are experimentally analyzed and studied. The experimental results of different approaches of block processing is illustrated in the following sections. Hence the proposed algorithm is more efficient for processing the satellite images.
The remainder of the paper is organized as section 2 depicts the literature survey, section 3 explains about the different approaches of parallel block processing such as row-shaped, column-shaped and square-shaped followed by the experimental results comparing the serial execution time with different approaches of parallel block processing with its performance.
LITERATURE SURVEY
Jerril Mathson Mathew, Jyothis Joseph [4] exploited the usage of Hadoop for the implementation of KMeans algorithm. Map Reduce Programming Model is used for clustering algorithm. Clustering is one of the momentous task in data mining. In this paper authors describe the basic components of Hadoop platform [5] workflow of all stages of Map-Reduce including the structural relationship of HDFS framework. Manasi N. Joshi [6] exploited data parallelism for the clustering K-Means clustering algorithm with the usage of message passing model. This paper mainly focuses on the splitting and distributing data sets among processes for computation. Shared memory programming model a message passing interface (MPI) [7] has been employed for computation of vector cluster membership for each partition generated and is experimented in Sun Workstation cluster. S. Mohanvalli, S.M. Jaisakthi and C. Aravindan explored partitional K-means clustering algorithm for the current parallel architecture [8] . Their work focuses on Hybrid model of both OpenMP [9] shared memory programming model and MPI distributed memory model programming. OpenMP an application programming interface is utilized for performing task parallel and even distribution of data points among the processors, updation of new centroids and labelling of data by message passing among the processes. It is experimental shown that hybrid model for scalability and feasibility of parallelism of the algorithm was efficient than other approaches. Fahim Ahmed M proposed about the design and implementation of parallel K-Means algorithm paralyzed algorithm by using parallel for the distance computation concurrently on multicore architecture. [10] Employed parallel for loops (parfor) in matlab, where n number of iterations run on cluster of matlab workers, n/m iterations of the loop are executed by each worker. [11] Proposed algorithm is implemented for biomedical research area where the image is clustered into 2 using modified k-means. Each clustered images are sent to slave processors, processed sub-images are sent back to the master processor and results are consolidated at the master processor.
3.
APPROACHES OF PARALLEL BLOCK PROCESSING The processing time and computation power is very high for a large amount of data to be processed on all levels of image processing. Parallel Processing [12] significantly reduces the processing time for the image data, particularly multicores can be used efficiently. Some image processing operations involve processing an image in sections called blocks, rather than processing an entire image at once. The input image is divided into blocks, each block calls the specified function and results are consolidated to form an output image. Two operations to perform for block processing such as sliding neighborhood and distinct block operations. In distinct block operation, the input image is divided into block as two, four, and eight as tiles of specified dimension based on the size of an input image. Different thread processes each block parallel at a time performing K-means clustering.
In general, using larger blocks while block processing an image results in faster performance than completing the same task using smaller blocks. However, sometimes the task or algorithm applied to an image requires a certain block size, and smaller blocks need to be used. When block processing using smaller blocks, parallel block processing is typically faster than regular (serial) block processing, often by a large margin. Image Size, Block Size and function used for processing are the factors need to be considered for the parallel block processing. Time consumption mainly depends on the selection of block size resulting in improvement of the performance measurement. The three approaches [13] result the influence of performance measurement are Row-Shaped, Column-Shaped and Square Block as illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 1 illustrates the proposed block diagram of Parallel Processing for clustering the orthoimagery satellite images. The performance is affected by the number of times the file is accessed to either read or write image files when using blockproc function. Selecting the larger block size reduces the number of times blockproc has to access the disk, at the cost of using more memory to process each block. Influence of block size on the performance of blockproc is demonstrated by the following three cases. In each of the cases, the number of pixels in each block is approximately the same only the size of blocks is different. An image of pixel dimension 4656x5793 of 77.3MB is considered for the illustration of performance of block size for cluster 2 with its execution time. 
Performance Evaluation
An evaluation of parallel block processing is done for its performance study by varying the number of cores such as 2, 4 and 8 for the cluster 2 and 4. Different approaches of Parallel Block Processing such as RowShaped, Column-Shaped and Square Block are illustrated in table followed by its graphical representation. Table 1 and Table 2 illustrates the Speedup calculation for Row-Shaped, Cluster 2 for 2 Cores and for 4 Cores. followed by it's the graphical representation in Figure 8 and figure 9 . Table 3 and Table 4 illustrates the Speedup calculation for Column-Shaped, Cluster 2 for 2 Cores and for 4 Cores. followed by it's the graphical representation in Figure 10 and figure 11. Table 5 and Table 6 illustrates the Speedup calculation for Square Block, Cluster 2 for 2 Cores and for 4 Cores. followed by it's the graphical representations. Table 7 and Table 8 illustrates the Speedup calculation for Row-Shaped, Cluster 4 for 2 Cores and for 4 Cores. followed by it's the graphical representation. Table 12 to Table 14 illustrates the results of Sequential with parallel considering the number of cores/workers as 2, 4 and 8 for the image of resolution 4656 x 5793 for Row-Shaped, Column-Shaped and Square Block for Cluster 2. Table 15 illustrates the comparison results of different approaches of Block processing for cluster 2 followed by its graphical representation. Table 19 illustrates the comparison results of different approaches of Block processing for cluster 4 followed by its graphical representation. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
This paper mainly focuses on non-hierarchical based K-Means clustering algorithm using Task-level parallelism. This paper mainly focuses on the different approaches of parallel block processing. Row-shaped, column-shaped and square-shaped are the three approaches of parallel block processing. It is experimentally evident that the performance of execution depends mainly on the selection of block size for processing large images and is estimated that column-shaped block size selection is considered to the best among the approaches. Experiment is carried by varying the number of cores as 2, 4, 8 for a different number of clusters as 2, 4 and its performance is evaluated by plotting the graph.
Further the above described approach can be applied for the classification of multispectral images in co-processor and GPU.
